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Effective marketing content leads to increased sales productivity, more revenue, marketing effectiveness and 

stronger alignment between marketing and sales.  A company’s sales strategy is only as successful as the 

effectiveness of the content that supports it. However, how can companies create strong marketing content 

to support their sales strategy? How can marketing gain insight into which content drives the most sales to 

best allocate their resources?  

Did you know that B2B marketing organizations are now spending up to 25% of their budget on the 

development, delivery and promotion of content to drive business? Unfortunately, according to a Forbes 

study, 50% of B2B executives view this content as ineffective and regard their inability to create enough 

effective content as their biggest content challenge. This disconnect is depicted in Figure 1. B2B marketing 

organizations are wasting their budget on a content creation strategy that fails to align with and support 

their overall sales interactions. 

Throughout the course of this article, we’ll discuss how we can alleviate this content struggle to optimize 

marketing spends and increase sales productivity  to grow the bottom-line by improving content creation, 

distribution and tracking strategies. We’ll identify the key challenges that hinder the improvement of content 

creation, distribution and tracking strategies, and then discuss the best solutions to overcome these 

challenges and increase marketing and sales productivity.

Introduction

- figure 1 -

TOO MUCH CONTENT LOW UTILIZATION LITTLE BUSINESS IMPACT

MARKETING
THE CONTENT PROBLEM

SALES

http://profitablechannels.com/forbes/wp-content/uploads/2015/01/Solving-The-Content-Problem-Report-1-28-15.pdf
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Today, prospects must be nurtured at every point of their buyer journey, specifically tailored to their 

personal stage (whether that be the awareness, consideration or decision stage) and persona.  According 

to the Content Marketing Institute, 60-70% of B2B content created is never used because the topic 

isn’t relevant to the buyer audience. This statistic emphasizes the notion that content must be made 

to target specific prospects, as their needs will vary greatly. 

Content for Every Stage of the Buyer Journey:

Awareness Stage: This first stage of the journey begins with buyers who are often unaware of who 

your company is and how your solution is relevant to them. Content designed for the awareness stage 

should focus on prospects and their pain points. By identifying and relating with prospect’s pain points, 

you’ll establish yourself as a valid solution to the struggles they are facing. Further, this content must 

be easily searchable, as studies show that 72% of buyers in the awareness stage use Google. 

Consideration Stage: As the awareness stage ends, the consideration stage begins. In the consideration 

stage, buyers will begin to familiarize themselves with your product and seek more in-depth information 

to determine if your solution can provide value to their company and address their pain points. Industry 

reports and white papers are crucial at this stage to prove a solution’s credibility in the industry. 

Buyers in the consideration stage are most likely conducting in-depth comparison studies of multiple 

vendor solutions. Therefore, content created for the consideration stage should strongly differentiate 

a company’s solution from its competitors in order to move deals forward and win over prospects.

Decision Stage: The final stage in the buyer journey is the decision-making stage. At this point, a buyer 

has convinced the key stakeholders in their organization that their team needs a product similar to your 

solution, but hasn’t officially decided upon a vendor. With a purchase inevitable, the decision making 

stage is a vendor’s last chance to convince a prospect that their solution is significantly better than the 

solutions other vendors offer. Content created for the decision stage must showcase a vendor’s solution 

Content Creation
CHALLENGE #1:  
Create Content to Nurture Prospects 
Based on Buyer’s Journey &  
Buyer Persona

MARKETING 

VP SALES

http://contentmarketinginstitute.com/wp-content/uploads/2012/11/b2bresearch2013cmi-121023151728-phpapp01-1.pdf
http://www.pardot.com/buyer-journey/
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through case studies and customer testimonials. By hearing the success other credible companies 

have had with a solution, prospects are encouraged to move forward with purchasing.

Finally, once the decision has been made, the new customer must be on-boarded with care.  New 

customers need content that focuses on their on-boarding processes and other best practices to 

encourage strong utilization and retention of the product.

Content for Every Persona

By developing different buyer personas, companies are able to segment prospects and nurture them 

with the appropriate marketing tactics. By creating these groups, marketing is able to develop a content 

creation strategy to target each segment with appropriate messaging. Targeting prospects based on 

their buyer persona will significantly improve the likelihood of moving a sales conversation forward. To 

successfully create a buyer persona, research, interviews and surveys will all serve as valuable resources.

User Behavior Have realized and expressed 
symptoms of a potential 
problem or opportunity

Have clearly devined and given 
a name to their problem or 
opportunity

Have defined their solution 
strategy, method, or approach

Research & Info 
Needs

Research focussed on vendor 
neutral 3rd party information 
around identifying problems or 
symptoms

Committed to researching 
and uncerstanding all of the 
available approaches/methods 
to solving their defined problem 
or opportunity

Researching supporting 
documentation, data, 
benchmarks or endorsements 
to make or recommend a final 
decision

Content Types Analyst reports
Research reports
eGuides & eBooks
Editioral content
Expert content
White papers
Educational content

Comparison white papers
Expert guides
Live interactions
Webcase/podcast/video

Vendor comparisons
Product comparisons
Case studies
Trial downloads
Product literature
Live demo

Key Terms Troubleshoot
Issue
Resolve
Risks

Upgrade
Improve
Optimize
Prevent

Solution
Provider
Service
Supplier

Tool
Device
Software
Appliance

Compare
Vs.
versus
 comparison

Pros and Cons
Benchmarks
Review
Test

AWARENESS
STAGE

CONSIDERATION 
STAGE

DECISION 
STAGE

“I have a sore throat, fever,  
and I’m achy all 

over.  What’s wrong 
with me?”

“Aha! I have strep throat. What 
are my options for 
relieving or curing 

my symptoms?”

“I can see a primary care 
physician, ER, nurse 

or clinic. The ER 
costs $$$, but are 

the fastest &  I have 
insurance.”

- figure 2 -
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CHALLENGE #2:  
Create Content that is Actionable & Engaging

Content should generate a sense of urgency among prospects. It should challenge them to question the 

effectiveness of their current methods, and encourage them to explore other more efficient alternatives. 

By fostering a sense of need among prospects, an opportunity arises for sales reps to sell their product 

and emphasize value based on the prospect’s pain points.

In addition, content creation strategies should aim to tell a story and invite the customer to engage. 

Specifically, content strategies should strive to avoid the production of PDFs, Word documents and 

pamphlets, as these aren’t particularly engaging content pieces. Instead, marketing and sales should 

partner together to create dynamic content that both sales and customers can interact with by creating 

alternatives such as HTML5 files, videos, and sales playbooks. In doing so, you’ll successfully engage 

with your audience, educating them about your product through a story-telling format, custom built 

to their specific needs.

Content Creation
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Sales content frequently expires, but sales reps are either unaware or lack the bandwidth to take 

ownership of finding up-to-date content for their presentations. Specifically in the Medical Device or 

Financial industry, sales reps risk severe consequences by continuing to pitch out-of-date content and 

failing to comply with regulations. In fact, Gibson Dunn states that in 2014 the Department of Justice in 

the United States alone collected more than $350 million in fines and penalties from pharmaceutical 

and medical device companies for presenting out-of-date content. Yet, regardless of industry, sales 

reps who present out-of-date content to their prospects are likely to lose credibility with their 

prospects.

By strategically implementing a sales enablement solution, internal marketing teams can take ownership 

of content creation, ensuring that sales collateral is current. At the push of a button, marketing teams 

can work to push current content to their sales reps to ensure that they are presenting accurate 

information. By presenting up-to-date content, prospects will gain confidence in their sales reps, 

improving the chances of a successful sale.

Content Distribution
CHALLENGE #1:  
Effectively Push Content to Sales Reps

http://www.gibsondunn.com/publications/pages/2014-Year-End-FDA-and-Health-Care-Compliance--Enforcement-Update--Drugs-and-Devices.aspx
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Content Distribution
CHALLENGE #2:  
Organize Content for Quick Accessibility

Content that sales reps cannot quickly access isn’t effective and leads to great inefficiencies. Unfortunately, 

sales reps spend about 30 hours each month looking for and creating content, wasting precious 

selling time, because they feel ill-equipped by their marketing teams. Figure 3 illustrates this disconnect 

between sales and marketing. In order for sales reps to successfully sell, they must use their time wisely, 

spending more time selling and less time doing preparation work. Findable relevant and up-to-date 

content, enables sales reps to access the material they need to use in their sales conversations and 

move deals forward. Sales enablement solutions enable marketing teams to strategically organize all 

of their content in one centralized platform. This provides sales reps easy access to marketing content, 

equipping them with the information they need to answer prospect’s questions, prove their product’s 

value and move deals forward.

- figure 3 -
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Content is useless unless it captures prospect attention and informs them with the information they 

need to pursue the sales deal further. But, how do you determine which content is effective in driving 

sales? What sales collateral are your reps using to close deals? Further, what shared content do your 

customers spend the most time on digesting post meeting? Their is a critical blind spot post sales 

meeting. In fact, 89% of the time, sales reps follow up with prospects who aren’t interested or 

aren’t ready to have a conversation.  Content must be trackable to improve inefficiencies. 

Without insight into which content drives sales, marketing will waste their time and budget creating 

content that fails to drive sales. Further, unsuccessful follow-up strategies are a waste of sales reps’ 

time and resources. It’s simple: By tracking which content drives sales, marketing can better allocate 

their resources to more successful content creation. In addition, by tracking who’s viewing content, 

when, and for how long, sales reps can use these pivotal signs to formulate their follow-up strategy to 

maximize their time and target their most promising prospects to close more deals faster.

Content Tracking
CHALLENGE #1:  
Gain Insight into Content Usage and Effectiveness

http://go.iko-system.com/rs/ikosystemtrial2/images/eBook_Crazy_sales_figures_IKO.pdf
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Content Tracking
CHALLENGE #2:  
Use Insights to Include Key Stakeholders 

Unless sales reps are targeting key stakeholders within their prospect’s organization, their deals are 

likely to remain stagnant. According to Gartner Group, in a typical firm with 100-500 employees, 

an average of 7 people are involved in most buying decisions. Without any insight into who should 

be included in the series of sales conversations, reps will continue to schedule conversations without 

the key decision makers.

With content tracking and insights, sales reps can identify to whom their shared content is being 

sent to, identifying the key individuals they should include in their future sales meetings. With sales 

enablement solution, content tracking will enable sales reps to reach out to the right individuals, at 

the right time. By identifying key decision makers and including them in the selling process, 

sales reps will expedite the entire sales interaction.

decision  maker

http://sales.linkedin.com/blog/sales-strategy-23-facts-about-buyers-and-purchasing/
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The strongest sales organizations are comprised of teams who analyze and evaluate their 

selling strategies on an ongoing basis, continuously looking to implement improvements. 20% of 

top salespeople close 80% of all deals. This means that 80% of a sales force fights over the remaining 

20% of the business (Greenberg & Greenberg, 1983). Unfortunately, since managers are unable to sit 

in on every sales meeting, they often lack the insight to understand why this might be. 

With insightful analytics, this mystery can be eliminated; allowing managers to track the content 

that sales reps are using in the field, directly correlating it to their success rates. By gaining insight 

into sales reps’ processes and content usage, management is able to establish and implement best 

practices for the rest of their sales team.

Content Tracking
CHALLENGE #3:  
Use Insights to Create Stronger Strategies

WHY 20% OF SALES PEOPLE

GET 80% OF THE SALES

http://edis.ifas.ufl.edu/pdffiles/SN/SN00400.pdf
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Conclusion

In closing, by improving content creation, distribution and tracking strategies within a company, 

marketing and sales teams will work together more successfully to drive sales and increase revenue. 

A sales enablement solution like Showpad will significantly improve strategic planning. Johnson & 

Johnson, Audi, Abbott and Heineken are just a few among the many customers that have received great 

success with Showpad. A sales enablement solution is no longer a convenient addition to a company’s 

sales strategy, it’s a necessity. By implementing a mobile sales enablement solution, companies will 

improve their strategic planning in content creation, distribution and tracking to increase revenue.
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